LEST WE SHOULD NOT FORGET

Whose is this Mission? It belongs to Rev. Shri Babuji Maharaj.
It was named after His Master Rev. Lalaji Maharaj.
What is mature thinking ?
Master : “Have one Goal, One Maser and One Method.”
LALAJI : “Rare were the seekers of Reality. When they got an
atmosphere of their liking anywhere, they at once drifted towards it.
They were only concerned with intoxication. They did not want
anything more. This is the condition of the society which has grown at
present. Some people want to buy spirituality (Brahma Vidya) by
means of their wealth. A desire to become Guru is created in the
people, although they have even become disciples in the true sense.
LALAJI :
“My times were good but your times are not so. It is not
necessary to increase mere numbers in satsangh. Those who are taken
should be deserving. AT LEAST THEY SHOULD NOT BRING A
BAD MAME TO YOU. It is the duty of everyone to save himself
from bad company as far as possible.”
“There are innumerable secrets along the path. To a true seeker,
whatever comes along the way is encouraging. His progress will be to
the extent of his love and faith in the Master. The same holds good
about spiritual stages.”
Lord Sri Krishna 7.02.1945 : “The world demands a swift
change. Our country should be made pure. You alone will be able to
do this.”

Swami Vivekananda 14.05.1946 : Informed me that Mahatma
Buddha had merged in me.
25.02.1945 (at 7.30 p.m.) : Guru Nanak Sahib gave me a sitting
and merged in me.
LALAJI : “Had I filled any other person with these powers, he
would have wrought havoc. But the orders were for you only and so
you have been prepared as such. THESE POWERS CANNOT BE
GIVEN TO ANYBODY, NOT EVEN TO THE SPIRITUAL
SUCCESSORES; In fact these powers are not found even in a guru of
the highest calibre. These powers are preserved right from the
beginning of the creation. I was, however, a repository of these
powers. One thing which is not found anywhere is that you loved me
to the highest possible limit and the result is that I am seeing you in
this condition. Love alone is the thing. I advise you to cultivate love in
your associates. Everything can be achieved by love. Meditation and
other practices are of little importance in comparison to this.
“SUCH A PROPERLY MOULDED BRAIN HAS NEVER
COME INTO EXISTENCE. NOR IS THERE ANY HOPE OF IT IN
FUTURE. Hence I advise all, young and old, to reap full benefit from
you. The doubts and difficulties on the path of spirituality, which were
not solved till today, can be got solved from you. THIS
OPPORTUNITY WILL NOT COME AGAIN. NOR IS THERE ANY
HOPE OF SUCH A PERSONALITY COMING INTO THIS
WORLD AGAIN”.
13.02.1945 (8.30 p.m.) : Received Grace directly from the
Ultimate. It means that I have secured very intimated and unbreakable
connection with the Ultimate.
To the question, “Who is Special Personality?” Lord
Krishna replied : “A special power from Nature descends for a
special work and functions secretly in a Special Personality. He enjoys

the position of an Avatar. When occasion arises, the powers from the
particles begin to work according to His orders.” Swami Vivekananda
informed me that Rev. Lalaji made me the governing power. There
upon I submitted “Even if this slave is made to sit on the royal throne,
his position would be that of a slave only; it does not matter if he gets
royal powers.” Lalaji was highly pleased with the reply.
21.03.1945 : Swami Vivekananda praised me for my love
towards Lalaji and His love for me. He said, “I have never seen such
an example throughout my life. People leave their homes for God.
Whereas Lalaji left His Original home for you. This is the greatest
sacrifice every expected from a liberated soul.”
Lord Krishna : “There are two kinds of persons qualified for
spirituality. The highest or the best and the mediocre. The lowest are
there –selfish, another type of person is also there, who is free from all
these three things. Such a person is rarely born –once in thousands of
years – when the time needs him. He has no parallel to himself. Such a
person is born as per Divine orders. You are an example of it.............”
Swami Vivekananda 25.03.1945 : “I have just now learnt that
you have been given the post of “Maker the world”. Your guru will
explain it. Look here. This is not ordinary post. Nobody in the world
could get it. This is a reward for you from Lord Krishna in lieu of the
test in which you came out successful. Now the powers of Nature,
issued forth for the first time, will work under you directly. I mean the
powers (Shakti) Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh. The same duty you will
carry out, after your life. One more thing is given to you and that is
the reward from Radhaji, that after leaving the body, you won’t wait
for the resurrection but will go direct to the Ultimate i.e., Self as you
call it. This is an impossibility which is made possible for you by Lord
Krishna and Radhaji.” Lord Krishna said that He was pleased with my
etiquette that I had not parted with my guru even at this stage. Others
should learn from you to respect the Guru. Indeed a true lover does

not see anything else except his beloved and this he thinks to be
everything.”
Nature may punish those who disregard you. Thus we see that
fixing our Goal on Rev. Babuji Maharaj is very important if we
choose to have the maximum benefit. It is also essential to follow the
cardinal principles of virtue the path of righteousness and observe the
elements of humility, ethics, etiquette etc. if our Sahaj Marg sadhana
should have any impact on us.
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